
MERITS AND DEMERITS OF PRESENT EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

List of Some Demerits of the Present Education System of Education despite all merits of current system of education,
the demerits and.

The tutor can offer help with homework and the student can request for dissertation writing services or
assignment writing services, all leveraging massive advances in technology which in turn drives modern
education. Sometimes extra activities over shadow studies and students end up focusing on them more than
their actually studies. Only a few years ago, students and teachers spent hours going through books, manuals
and reference materials in college or university libraries and to gather notes to write their academic papers,
assignments, project reports or case-study. Just fill in your contact details, add any additional information and
attached relevant reference documents, if any, and send it to us. He reports, quite often, that he has headache
or fatigue. Education systems worldwide have evolved so much over the recent years that the way we learn
has itself become dependent on multiple factors. The A grade speaks a lot about our calibre than a D or an F.
This builds a sense of responsibility in their minds to work and train hard in their weak spots. Suppose if a
student knows that getting a D is enough to scrape through the class assignments section in the marking
division, he or she will only focus on getting a D without any fuss. Today we will talk about five most
significant advantages and dis advantages of modern education system : Advantages of Education System
Modern education is a dynamic way of learning as students learn a lot faster. Pressurizing students for scores
and grades which seem to be the reason behind increment of student suicides every day. Indian Education
System Advantages: The vast area of subjects covered ensures that students have knowledge about as much as
they can. Students of today do not rely on their hard work. Even though teacher are meant to treat every
student equally and any teacher does otherwise should be punished. This is the main cause why students these
days are unable to do their assignment and have to hire online dissertation writing services to do their work for
them. The rise of online assignment writing services is truly the biggest benefit of the modern education
system. Thus, these are the unfair advantages that this system poses while considering it as an able system to
motivate the students in order to perform better. But, this system analyzes whether a child understands the
concept or not. But, the highest rank in class tag is going to do no good for the students. Each person has their
unique thoughts. Students feel more confident and help them in their daily life as well. Some solutions that can
be brought about are decline in fees, shorter holidays, regular tests, and more focus on extra-curricular
activities as well. Education should be started from smaller age slowly, to make the children understand in
depth. Examination System Examination system should be made tight at all levels. There is lesser focus on
physical education and sports, and more focus on studying all day long. There is lesser focus on character
building, as many schools do not have lessons on etiquette and mannerisms.


